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Abstract— The application of the Internet of Things (IoT) in agriculture captures an enormous amount of
data for decision making. However, hardest-to-detect abnormal data points that are transmitted can be
harmful if not detected at an earlier stage. This paper presents an application of the Superimposed-Rule
Based Classification Algorithm (SRBCA) using IoT in agriculture that lowers the false positive in anomaly
detection by training one-class dataset of a ground-truth collection of agricultural sensor readings and
evaluating using the combination of ground-truth and synthetic balanced test set. The CRoss-Industry
Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology was used as a guide in the development of the
study. The SRBCA was developed to detect conditional anomalous instances. The model was tested with one
(1) year daily collection of environmental sensors. This algorithm considers the behavior and indicator
features for anomaly detection. Moreover, a confusion matrix is presented showing the accuracy of the result
of the SRBCA compared with One-Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) and its types which were
considered as the closest prior art of the algorithm. The experimental results show that SRBCA performed
better in identifying conditional anomaly over OCSVM and its varieties.
Keywords— anomaly detection, internet of things, one-class, CRISP-DM, sensors

I. INTRODUCTION
The innovation called the Internet of Things (IoT) is shaping our world today. It uses sensors to collect data about themselves
or their surroundings [1]. The IoT is capable of analyzing data and communicating with other devices and humans in
performing actions that would improve lives. Modern day farmers adopt IoT to monitor the environment for crop health [2].
This system affects the growth of plants by providing real-time data to farmers and can provide knowledge and solutions to
problems. Thus, limiting damages caused by a lack of real-time information and actions. For example, if the temperature is too
high, and the soil moisture is too low, farmers must irrigate the farm. Also, if the pH value is either too high or too low, pests
can grow, decrease in yield, and the possible deterioration of soil health. Also, these sensors collect significant amounts of data
for decision-making [3].
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However, data collected from the wireless sensors might contain abnormal data points or anomalies. The erroneous readings
or data corruption can be the effect of the harsh environmental conditions, cheap & prone to malfunction sensors and other
factors. Anomaly detection reports unusual patterns or erroneous readings from sensors. Some analysts apply anomaly detection
during the pre-processing stage to remove or transform anomalous data [4] before data modeling. Some authors consider
anomaly detection as knowledge generators when anomalous data returned to the user is remarkable [5]. When an anomaly is
detected, an alarm or report will require human to do an investigation or perform an action. However, if too many reports of
false positive and false negative anomalies, the IoT and other resources might fall into disuse [6].
There are existing solutions for detecting anomalies. However, the algorithms depend on its processing on the characteristics
of the database, learning type, type of anomaly, and its output generation. The closest prior art that uses one-class learning is the
One-Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM).
This paper seeks to expand the current knowledge in one-class learning using sensor data. The proposed algorithm, called the
Superimposed Rule-Based Classification Algorithm (SRBCA) intends to reduce the false positive of conditional anomalous
instances.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the review of related literature is presented. Section 3 shows the
methodology and experimental results, and finally, Section 4 presents the conclusion of the study.
II. RELATED LITERATURE
A. Internet of Things
The IoT includes the use of an object or things with sensors attached to it that have abilities to record its value or its
surroundings and communicate with other things to perform smart actions. Modern farmers use smart agriculture that helps
them monitor the growth of the crop, soil information, and abundant insights that will increase yield [7]. The smart farm
includes sensors such as temperature, wind, humidity, barometer, moisture, pH, to name a few.
B. Anomaly Detection
Anomaly detection involves steps in identifying remarkable instances that deviate significantly from the rest of the data
[8][9][10]. There are three types of anomalies: point, collective, and contextual/conditional. The point anomaly detects a single
instance. For example, a sensor can return extreme value due to a sudden surge of power supply or returns a missing value when
its turned off [11].
The second type of anomaly is the collective anomaly, which is a group of instances that deviates from the rest of the data.
In IoT, a group of sensors might feedback result resulting in zero, which is its default value caused by faulty sensors. It can also
return null values altogether.
The contextual or conditional anomaly detection detect anomalous instances or sensor readings when the context is
considered — for example, one (1) year temperature recordings in celsius range from 20 to 38. A value of 37 is normal, but
when the reading is recorded anytime from June to November, in the Philippines, it would be considered an anomaly. The
conditional anomaly detection minimizes false positive & false negative or Type I and Type II errors [12]. This method involves
domain knowledge from the expert by identifying behavior and indicator features that have a direct effect in determining
anomalous readings.
The application of anomaly includes airline routine operations using flight data recorder [13], microblogging [14], network
anomaly [15][16], wireless sensor networks for healthcare [17], money laundering activities [18], and many more.
C. Anomaly Detection Setup
In anomaly detection, there are three types of setup. These are supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised learning [19].
The supervised method uses fully labeled training dataset for learning [20]. The dataset contains features and balanced classes
that represent input and output, respectively [21]. The regression methods and some classification algorithms use supervised
learning.
In semi-supervised learning, the dataset can either contain one class of labeled or unlabeled data [22]. The algorithm‘s
model learns from normal values and detects anomaly if data deviate from the model. Furthermore, this kind of dataset exists
because another class is expensive to obtain [23]. Unsupervised learning uses dataset without class labels and an unknown
number of classes.
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D. One-Class Support Vector Machine
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the predecessor of the OCSVM, which uses a one-class learning method. SVM maps
training data and uses a hyperplane to separate normal data from anomalous data. In the one-class taxonomy of classification
algorithms by Khan et al. (2014), the OCSVM is presented for algorithm-based research work. Several studies support the use
of OCSVM in detecting anomalies. These include detecting anomalies in the windows registry system, network anomaly
detection, patient classification [24], document classification [25], and many more. However, Wang et al. [26] describe
OCSVM as very sensitive to the parameter settings and choice of kernels.
The R‘s package e1071 [27] provides statistical functions that include SVM. The formula of SVM includes setting the
kernel type, gamma, cost, nu, and many more. The SVM type should be set to one-classification for novelty detection. The
kernel types are the linear, polynomial, radial basis, and sigmoid. Thus, users must choose the kernel type and its parameters
efore generating the model.
Moreover, processing of OCSVM requires that both training and testing datasets must have the same number of instances.
III. METHODOLOGY
The Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology will be used in this research. The six
phases of CRISP-DM are business/research understanding phase, data understanding phase, the data preparation phase,
modeling phase, evaluation phase, and deployment phase [28].

Fig. 1 CRISP-DM Methodology

A. Business Research Understanding Phase
The objective of IoT in agriculture is to monitor and increase the yield of the crops. The data obtained from the sensors
placed on the field can provide substantial information for farmers to adjust strategies at any time. The stakeholders need to
adopt innovative processes which include an algorithm that has higher accuracy in determining conditional anomalous data
from the sensors. The algorithm will be embedded in the program after data collection from the sensors. The farmers and
stakeholders will be benefitted in the IoT-based systems. The stakeholders will be able to gain knowledge and respond to
anomalous data appropriately.
B. Data Understanding Phase
The dataset is assumed to be valued from the sensors in one parcel which contains crops. This dataset is one (1) year
collection of ground-truth data in the Philippines [29]. The dataset includes 2,843 instances with eight (8) features of normal
class. Thus, the characteristics of the database include numeric instances.
Classes ‗tbl_df‘, ‗tbl‘ and 'data.frame': 2843 obs. of 9 variables:
$ ID : int 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
$ Day: chr "Mon" "Mon" "Mon" "Mon" ...
$ Date: Date, format: "2018-01-01" …
$ Time: Time 'hms': 2:00 5:00 8:00 11:00
$ Temp: int 22 22 22 27 28 28 26 24 ...
$ Wind_kph: int 2 0 2 3 5 3 2 0 0 2 ...
$ Humidity: int 85 89 90 64 62 59...
$ Barometer_mB: int 1011 1010 1012...
C. Data Preparation Phase
The data preparation includes cleaning data from null values, standardizing unit of measurements, and formats. The null
values are replaced with field mean. The R Version 1.0.136 2009-2016 RStudio, Inc. was used to process the datasets. The
descriptive statistics and the correlation of the data are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Stat
Min.

Date
2018-01-01

Temp
20.00

Humidity
35.00

Wind
0.00

Barometer
995.00

1st Qu.

2018-03-31

26.00

64.00

2.00

1008.00

Median

2018-07-05

27.00

77.00

2.00

1010.00

Mean

2018-07-03

27.74

74.63

2.37

1010.00

3rd Qu.

2018-10-03

30.00

86.00

10.00

1012.00

Max.

2018-12-31

39.00

100.00

15.00

1032.00

2.84

1.38

2.70

2.77

StdDev.

TABLE II
CORRELATION

Temp
Temp
Wind
Humidity
Barometer

1.00
0.29
-0.81
-0.14

Wind
0.29
1.00
-0.26
-0.14

Humidity
-0.81
-0.26
1.00
-0.17

Barometer
-0.14
-0.14
-0.17
1.00

D. Modelling Phase
Superimposed Rule-Based Classification Algorithm (SRBCA). The SRBCA generates a model by superimposing rules from
the behavior and indicator attributes [30]. Its purpose is to identify conditional anomalous data and labels the class as normal or
anomaly. The holdout method was used to assess the performance of the classifier [31][32]. The model will use two (2)
datasets. The first dataset will be used for training, and a separate dataset will be used for testing and evaluating the accuracy of
the model.
The learning type used is semi-supervised. The training set is 60% of the dataset, which contains normal values. It consists
of behaviour and indicator attributes. The behaviour attributes are the two (2) seasons of the Philippines: the dry and rainy
seasons. The dry season includes the months of December to May, and the rainy season will start from June to November [33].
The remaining 40% of the dataset is for testing the algorithms.
Pseudocode 1: Holdout Method for One-Class Learning
Input: Dataset One-class Multivariate
Partition D1 according to the number of behavioral datasets.
Process:
Partition behavioral datasets to training (60%) and testing (40%).
Generate rules and pre-program threshold to form general rule from training subsets.
Output: One-class training set
The dry subset contains 1,395 instances, and rain subset includes 1,448. The training and testing subsets for behavioural dry
are 837 (60%) and 558 (40%), respectively. Also, the number of instances for training and testing the rainy behaviour are 869
(60%) and 579 (40%) respectively.
The algorithm of the SRBCA uses the number of behavioural features as the outer loop and indicator feature for the inner
loop. The model which was derived from superimposing the rules of the indicator features is tested using conditional
statements. The threshold can be used to add smoothing to the model.
Algorithm for SRBCA
testpredictors ← TestData
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {// Behavioral features
for (j = 0; j < N; j++) {// Indicator features
if (testpredictors$<Indicators> < minTh | testpredictors$<Indicators> > maxTh)
print (testpredictors$Class = "Anomaly")
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else
print (testpredictors$Class ="Normal") }}
TABLE III
SUPERIMPOSED RULES

Temperature
Wind
Humidity
A. Behaviour 1 - Dry Season (January-May and December 2018)

Barometer

Minimum

20

0

35

1001

Maximum

38

11

100

1032

Threshold

+0.1

B. Behaviour 2 - Rainy Season (June to November 2018)
Minimum

21

0

40

995

Maximum

35

13

100

1013

Threshold

+0.1

E. Evaluation Phase
The evaluation phase will use ground-truth and synthetic data to produce a balanced dataset. A balance dataset consists of
50% normal and 50% anomalous dataset.
Pseudocode 2: Generation of Balanced Dataset
Input: Test set = 40% of the dataset (n=1137)
Process:
Step 1. Normalize row instance of test data;
Step 2. Identify the number of instances for behaviors subsets (Dry=558 and Rainy= 579);
Step 3. Divide the number of instances to two (2) for the normal and anomalous classes;
(Dry Normal and Anomaly = 279 and Rainy Normal and Anomaly = 289);
Step 4. Randomize instance row for n behavior subsets;
Use the syntax: x <- sample (min: max, n, replace = F) // where min refers to minimum instance row and m
for maximum instance row and an n random number with no duplicates;
Step 5. Partition random numbers according to the number of indicator features;
Step 6. Inject anomaly by replacing normal values;
Use the syntax: z <- sample (min: max, n, replace=F) // where min refers to the minimum value for indicator
feature and max for maximum value for indicator feature with no duplicate values.
Output: Balanced Dataset
The accuracy of the SRBCA model will be evaluated using the confusion matrix as shown in Tables 4 & 5 and other
performance indicators as shown in Table 6. The confusion matrix, as shown in Table 4, records the true positive, true negative,
false positive, and false negative. The false positive and false negative are considered as Type I and Type II errors, respectively.
The instance will be recorded as true positive (TP) if the actual class is positive/normal, and the classifier detected it as
positive/normal. The true negative (TN) is recorded when the actual instance‘s class is negative, or anomaly, and the classifier
detected it as negative or anomaly. The Type I error or the false positive (FP) is recorded when the actual instance‘s class is
negative, but the classifier detected it as positive. The Type II error or the false negative (FN) is recorded when the actual
instance‘s class is positive, but the classifier identified it as negative.
TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX

Positive (P)

True (T)

True Positive (TP)

False (F)

False Negative (FN)
Type II Error

Negative (N)

False Positive (FP)
Type I Error
True Negative (TN)

The OCSVM will be used to compare the results with SRBCA. The training and testing datasets were transformed before
using OCSVM. The kernels radial, linear, and polynomial were evaluated using the parameters nu=0.1, gamma=1, and cost=1.
The values of nu were set to minimum to generate higher accuracy. The confusion matrix of OCSVM and other measures are
shown in Tables 5 and 6, respectively.
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library(e1071)
trainpredictors<-TrainDataset1137[,1:10]
svm.model<-svm(trainpredictors, y=NULL,
type='one-classification',
nu=0.1, scale=TRUE, kernel="linear", gamma = 1.0, cost = 1.0)
print (svm.model)
predictTest <- fitted (svm.model, newdata=TestingDataset1137)
summary(predictTest)

F. Deployment Phase
The architecture, as shown in Figure 2, can be used to deploy the algorithm into the IoT system. The collection of data will
come from the sensors deployed in the field. Then, it sends data to the sensor manager for data cleaning and transformation that
will be usable to the database and the algorithm. The database server will store all instances received from the sensor manager.
The application server manages the application to be shared with other devices. The SRBCA model will be embedded in the
application. Both the database and the application servers send & receive data or instructions from the user through the web or
mobile application. The application can view reports or notifications if anomalous instances are detected.
Moreover, the model must be maintained for continuous improvement of the system. The user can update the threshold if
there is a need to change due to environmental factors or to avoid overfitting.

Fig. 1 IoT Architecture with SRBCA

The sensors make up the physical layer of the architecture. These include agrometeorological sensors which captures data
from its environment. The data from these sensors will be real-time collected by the middle layer of the architecture. The middle
layer includes the sensor manager which is responsible for data cleaning and transformation. This process will ensure that data
is correct and usable. The database server holds all cleaned data and source for the SRBCA. The SRBCA will classify normal
and anomalous readings from the sensors. The result of the SRBCA will be displayed in the application layer. This layer
includes the graphical user interface and reports that will provides farmers and other stakeholders with reasoned advice from the
system.
IV. RESULTS
The accuracy is commonly used to measure the performance of the classification algorithms. It is defined as the ratio
between correctly classified samples to the total number of samples [34]:
Accuracy = (TP + TN)/TP+TN+FP+FN
The accuracy results of the algorithms are shown in Table 6, with other classification assessment methods. These methods
are sensitivity or recall, specificity, precision, negative predicted value, false positive rate, false discovery rate, false negative
rate, accuracy, and F1 score.
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TABLE V
CONFUSION MATRIX OF SRBCA AND OCSVM

SRBCA

n = 1137

OCSVM
(nu=0.1, gamma and cost =1)
Radial
Linear
Polynomial
P
N
P
N
P
N

P

N

Predicted Positive (P)

540

0

216

227

512

511 513

511

Predicted Negative (N)

28

569

352

342

56

58

57

56

TABLE VI
SRBCA AND OCSVM EVALUATION

Measure

SRBCA

Sensitivity (Recall)
Specificity
Precision
Negative Predicted Value
False Positive Rate
False Discovery Rate
False Negative Rate
Accuracy
F1 Score

0.9507
1.0000
1.0000
0.9531
0.0000
0.0000
0.0493
0.9754
0.9747

OCSVM
(nu=0.1, gamma and cost =1)
Radial
Linear
Polynomial
0.3803
0.9014
0.9016
0.6011
0.1019
0.1004
0.4876
0.5005
0.5010
0.4928
0.5088
0.5044
0.3989
0.8981
0.8996
0.5124
0.4995
0.4990
0.6197
0.0986
0.0984
0.4908
0.5013
0.5013
0.4273
0.6436
0.6441

V. CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm uses one-class learning of normal data points for generating a classifier. The SRBCA classifier was trained
using ground-truth sensor data and evaluated using a combination of ground-truth and synthetic balanced datasets. Moreover,
the SRBCA was compared with OCSVM and its types. Based on the experimental results, the SRBCA was more accurate in
detecting conditional anomalous instances. This classification system performs well with higher accuracy for one-class learning
compared with OCSVM and its types. Both algorithms can process the same characteristics of the database, learning type, and
output generation. Thus, the SRBCA can be used as a tool for helping farmers and managers to make the right decisions.
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